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PENSION FUNDS CALL FOR CORRECT TRANSPOSITION OF DIRECTIVE  
 
 

CEIOPS DRAFT PROTOCOL ON CROSS BORDER COOPERATION THREATENS 
'SINGLE LICENCE' FOR PENSION FUNDS 

 

 

The EFRP has responded to the public consultation of the Committee of European 
Insurance and Occupational Pensions Supervisors (CEIOPS) on its draft protocol 
on how a single licence for occupational pension funds would operate.  

The EFRP's basic message is that the draft must be made consistent with the 
Pension Funds Directive (Dir 2003/41 on the activities and supervision of 
Institutions for Occupational Retirement Provision (IORPs). 

Member State supervisors seem to have lost sight of the fact that the Pension Funds 
Directive obliges them to implement the Pension Funds Directive in a way which 
creates a genuine internal market for occupational pension. This is a key objective 
of the Directive. The Directive also obliges Member States to cooperate with each 
other to achieve this.   

Such a market is unlikely to emerge if the draft Protocol for cooperation between 
national supervisors were adopted as it stands. In the EFRP's view it proposes 
unnecessary administrative hurdles and is based on an inappropriate interpretation of 
what the Pension Funds Directive requires. 

In its response, the EFRP urges CEIOPS to ensure operational effectiveness, 
efficiency and clarity.   

The yardstick for cross-border cooperation arrangements between Supervisory 
Authorities must be : do they “create the conditions required for unproblematic cross-
border membership” as demanded by Directive ?  

Two key issues deserve further attention from the European supervisors : 

- the 'single licence' procedures for pension funds wanting to start operations in 
other Member States. 

- a 'one-stop-shop' approach for host state competent authorities if these are split 
over several empowered bodies 
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1. THE 'SINGLE LICENCE' THREATENED 
 
The EFRP is very concerned about the approaches on “authorisation” and 
“notification” taken in the draft Protocol as they are the heart of the 'single licence' for 
pension funds.   
 
- In the Directive, “authorisation” is a one-off process whereby a home Member 

State supervisor determines whether a pension fund  complies with home state 
conditions of operation.  It is a singular event - a one off license to operate 
occupational pension provision. 

 
The idea of multiple "prior authorisations" imposed on a pension fund for cross-
border activity permitted by the draft Protocol contradicts this.  
 

 
- “Notification” is essentially an information exchange procedure allowing 

supervisors to identify which pension funds will operate cross border and to allow 
the home supervisor to raise justified doubts as to the ability for operating in one 
or more host states.   

 
But, contrary to the draft Protocol, the Directive includes no power for home 
supervisors to turn the procedure into one demanding approval or assent on each 
occasion a pension fund wants to accept a new sponsor. Indeed, subject to host 
State social and labour law, the Directive gives authorised pension funds the 
unconditional freedom to accept cross-border sponsorship.  

 
Obviously, the EFRP understands there is a justified concern by CEIOPS 
Members to ensure that only authorized IORPs become cross border providers. 
Part of the concern relates to the fact that the Directive allows each Member State 
to decide whether it wants to permit merely “registered” IORPs to operate or 
whether it wants to insist upon all IORPs being “authorised”. Another relates to 
real doubts a Member State may have about the capacity of a pension fund to 
deliver the product it agrees to provide into a different Member State.  But the 
Directive already contains powerful provisions on these matters, ensuring that 
Member State concerns are fully respected. This is why the Directi ve has 
provisions on Member State intervention which allow restriction of this cross-
border freedom if the Member State has grounds. But the procedural mechanism 
– and the burden of proof - is very different from the approach put forward in the 
draft Protocol.  
 

The proposed text is fundamentally ambiguous and would allow procedures which do 
not transpose the Directive and, hence, not consistent with it. 
If the draft text of the Protocol were to become final any meaningful cross-border 
activity of pension funds would be stifled.  The EFRP expects CEIOPS to be 
instrumental for facilitating cross border membership of IORPs offering those 
institutions efficient and easy-to-deal-with procedures. 
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2. ONE-STOP-SHOP APPROACH NEEDED FOR HOST STATE ON-GOING SUPERVISION 
The one-stop-shop approach is demanded by the need for effectiveness, 
efficiency and clarity.  It is also consistent with the Directive.  
 
Cross border providers should have a single contact point for certain issues to be 
dealt with in the host state.  These include – to different degrees and in different 
modalities – relevant social and labour law and information to members and 
beneficiaries.  In several Member States the competence to supervise compliance 
with those requirements is split over different ministries or agencies.  These bodies 
are subject to the Directive as well.   
 
Efficiency demands that the CEIOPS Members – being the prudential supervisors – 
be appointed as the “one-stop-shop” keepers for cross border providers.  What goes 
behind the ‘one-stop-shop’ approach will be a matter for Member States to sort out 
as they wish but their arrangements must not compromise the effectiveness of the 
Directive. 
 
The one-stop-shop approach will help not only pension funds but also their sponsors, 
members and beneficiaries without compromising supervisory quality and 
enforcement. 
 
As part of its submission, the EFRP included an amended version of the draft 
Protocol suggesting wording that reflects the views of the organisation.  EFRP 
hopes that CEIOPS can look at it as a constructive effort and take on board the 
concerns of the major industry representative. 
 
The EFRP is pleased to note that CEIOPS chose to draft a new Protocol for 
implementation of the IORP Directive instead of attempting to extend the Sienna 
Protocol ( for insurance activity).  Given the many novel aspects of this Directive, the 
number of Member States involved each with its specific supervisory culture and 
national sensitivities, EFRP recognises that CEIOPS has faced an immense 
challenge in producing this draft Protocol.  
 
Contact:  

 
Chris VERHAEGEN (Ms), Secretary General  
EFRP  
Koningsstraat 97 rue Royale 
B- 1000 Brussels 
Tel +32-2-289.14.14; Fax +32-2-289.14.15 
chris.verhaegen@efrp.org  -  www.erfrp.org 
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ABOUT THE EFRP 

 

The European Federation for Retirement Provision represents the various national 
associations of pension funds and similar institutions for pension provision.  The 
EFRP has members in most EU Member States1. It will enlarge its membership in 
other new EU Member States as and when representative organisations for 
occupational pensions emerge.  

EFRP membership at large consists of institutions for occupational (2nd pillar) 
retirement some of them also operating purely individual pension schemes.  In some 
Member States up to 90-95 % of the work force have their occupational pension 
funded through EFRP membership (e.g., Denmark, Netherlands, Poland, Sweden).  
Whereas in Germany, Spain, Ireland, the United Kingdom 80 % of the occupational 
pension provision is funded by EFRP members. 

Most EFRP members are non-profit making associations.   

Members and beneficiaries are usually represented in their governance structures;  
many of them are managed on a paritarian basis between unions/employees and 
employers.  

73 million EU citizens are covered for their occupational pension plan by EFRP 
Member Associations.  

The EFRP’s aim is to provide Europe with a financing vehicle (pension fund or 
similar) – not precluding any others catered for by commercial undertakings – that is 
affordable for large sections of the population and that provides a degree of intra- 
and inter-generational solidarity.  This is feasible if the conditions for investment and 
the proper prudential framework facilitate this type of collectively organised 
occupational pension provision.  

Through its Member Associations the EFRP represents € 2.670 billion of assets 
(2003) managed for future occupational pension payments. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
1 EU Member States: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, UK. 
Non-EU Member States : Croatia, Guernsey, Iceland, Norway, Switzerland 


